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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) is conducting a Project Development and 
Environment (PD&E) study to evaluate the proposed widening/reconstruction of State Road 
(S.R.) 29 from S.R. 82 in Collier County to County Road (C.R.) 80A in Hendry County.  The total 
project length is 18.0 miles, of which 2.0 miles are in Collier County and the remaining 16.0 
miles are in Hendry County. 

The purpose of this Contamination Screening Evaluation Report (CSER) is to present the 
findings of a contamination screening evaluation of the proposed improvement. This report 
identifies and evaluates known or potential contamination problems, presents recommendations 
concerning these problems, and discusses possible impacts to the proposed project. Sampling 
of the soil, rock, or groundwater for petroleum and hazardous materials along the project 
alignment is not a part of these services, nor is testing of the soil for radon gas or testing 
existing structures, if any, for lead-based paint or asbestos-containing materials. 

Based on a document and site review, seven sites along the corridor have a MEDIUM or HIGH 
potential for contaminating the S.R. 29 right-of-way. Potential contamination sites should be 
identified and evaluated during the final design phase of the project.  The evaluation should 
include subsurface investigations where warranted. 

Taylor Country Store, 25 S Hwy 29, Felda, FL 33930 HIGH 

Taylors Country Store is a former retail gasoline station. Groundwater contamination was 
documented in a contamination assessment in 1996. The petroleum impacted groundwater 
plume was delineated in 2001 and updated in 2004. A pilot test was conducted in June 2005 
focusing on air sparge and soil vapor extraction technology. Construction of the remedial 
system was completed in February 2007.  Remedial system activity and monitoring is ongoing. 
The site is identified as Site 2 in maps and in Table 5-1. 

Pioneer Plaza, Inc., Hwy 29 & NE S.R. 830-A, Felda, FL 33930 MEDIUM 

The Pioneer Plaza facility previously existed as a retail Chevron gasoline station. The 
storage/delivery system was placed out of service in 1979 and removed prior to 1990. 
Excessively contaminated soil was removed from the site in September 1991. A letter, dated 
May 11, 1995, from Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) Bureau of Waste 
Cleanup approved a No Further Action Proposal for the former site. The site currently operates 
as a retail gasoline station. The site is identified as Site 3 in maps and in Table 5-1.  
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Halliburton Energy Services, 540 Hwy 29 S, LaBelle, FL 33935 MEDIUM 

Halliburton Energy Services is a former non-retail fuel user. Two underground storage tanks 
(USTs) were removed prior to November 1993. Contamination was documented in the Closure 
Assessment Report and subsequent Limited Contamination Assessment Report in 1996. No 
excessively contaminated soils were discovered and contamination of groundwater was 
minimal. A Groundwater Monitoring Program was completed in December 2006. No Further 
Action was approved by FDEP on March 1, 2007. The site is identified as Site 6 in maps and in 
Table 5-1. 

Kuntry Kubbard, 5479 Hwy 29 S, LaBelle, FL 33935 HIGH 

Kuntry Kubbard is a former retail gasoline facility. Contamination was initially documented in 
December 1988, and the site was eligible for Early Detection Incentive program in June 1991. 
Contamination Assessment Reports were submitted September 1994 and June 1995; 
documenting the contaminate plume and excessively contaminated soils. Soils were excavated 
in November and December 2002. Natural Attenuation Monitoring (NAM) for groundwater was 
approved by FDEP July 2004. Seven NAM events at the site were completed between October 
2004 and July 2006. According to a Supplemental Site Assessment Report (SSAR), dated 
February 8, 2007, documented soil and groundwater contaminate plume was concentrated 
primarily in and south of dispenser island area. The SSAR recommended the preparation of a 
Remedial Action Plan including air sparging and soil vapor extraction. On June 11, 2008, four 
tanks and dispenser islands were removed from the site. The site is identified as Site 17 in 
maps and in Table 5-1. 

Circle K Store #7374, 3109 Hwy 29, LaBelle, FL 33935 HIGH 

Circle K Store # 7374 is a current retail gasoline facility. On November 23, 1988, free product 
was discovered during routine sampling. An approved product recovery system was installed in 
August 1990. Since 1991, no free product has been detected in any monitoring wells. A 
Contamination Assessment Report written in July 1991, delineated the extent of the dissolved 
petroleum plume and excessively contaminated soils. A Remedial Action Plan (RAP) was 
developed and approved in 1993. No soils were extracted. The RAP was implemented 
beginning in July 2005. According to the RAP Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Report, 
petroleum constituents of concern were detected at concentrations above Groundwater 
Cleanup Target Levels during the March 2008 quarterly sampling event.  The site is identified 
as Site 21 in maps and in Table 5-1. 
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Hendry Co. Rd & Br Dept. LaBelle Barn, 99 E Cowboy Way, LaBelle, FL 33935 MEDIUM 

Hendry County Road and Bridge Department LaBelle Barn is a former non-retail fuel user. 
Contamination was documented and a RAP was approved in November 1993. The RAP 
included the combining of the treatment system with another contamination site located on the 
adjacent airport site. A Source Removal Report completed by Tanktek, Inc., dated June 3, 
1999, indicated that two UST’s were removed from the site on April 21, 1999, and excessively 
contaminated soils were excavated on May 6, 1999. Soil samples of remaining soils were 
collected and analyzed. All elements of the analysis were below FDEP cleanup target levels for 
direct exposure and leachability. No other actions have been taken at the Barn site. According 
to Hendry County Health Department Compliance Inspection Report, dated March 27, 2006, the 
current tank system is in compliance. The site is identified as Site 26 in maps and in Table 5-1. 

Handy Food Store #58, 1040 S S.R. 29, LaBelle, FL 33935 MEDIUM 

The Handy Food Store is an active gasoline service station. Petroleum impacts were identified 
on September 25, 1986. The site was accepted into the Early Detection Incentive program in 
January 1991. Bioremediation injections of Cogen V biotreatment solution applied in September 
and October 2001. Three new double walled USTs were installed in July 2004. Contamination 
was limited to the former UST area. The four operating USTs were removed in March 2005. 
Source material located in the vicinity of the USTs was also removed in March 2005. The 
Natural Attenuation Monitoring Report dated June 2008, documented contamination levels 
remain above GCTLs. The site is identified as Site 28 in maps and in Table 5-1. 

In addition to the seven MEDIUM and HIGH sites described above, 27 sites along the corridor 
have a LOW potential for contamination issues based on the current project corridor.  Sites 
currently rated as LOW may warrant a change in rating depending on the location of stormwater 
management ponds.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) is conducting a Project Development and 
Environment (PD&E) study to evaluate the proposed widening to four lanes of the existing two 
lane undivided segment of State Road S.R. 29 from SR 82 in Collier County to County Road 
C.R. 80A in Hendry County. The total project length is 18.0 miles. The majority of the project is 
located within Hendry County (16.0 miles). The project location is shown in Figure 1-1.   

The purposes of the PD&E study are to evaluate engineering and environmental data and 
document information which will aid the FDOT and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
in determining the type, preliminary design and location of the proposed improvements, and the 
impacts, if any, associated with the proposed alternatives, including a No-Build Alternative. 

This Contamination Screening Evaluation Report (CSER) identifies and evaluates known or 
potential contamination problems, presents recommendations concerning these problems, and 
discusses possible impacts to the proposed project.  Sampling of the soil, rock, or groundwater 
for petroleum and hazardous materials along the project alignment is not a part of these 
services, nor is testing of the soil for radon gas or testing existing structures, if any, for lead-
based paint or asbestos-containing materials.   

1.1 Project Description 

The two to four lane expansion of S.R. 29 from SR 82 in Collier County to C.R. 80A in Hendry 
County is identified in both the 2030 Collier County Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 
and 2030 Hendry County LRTP as a cost feasible project. Designated as a rural principal 
arterial of Hendry County, S.R. 29 serves as Hendry County's primary link to the north. This 
facility plays an important role in the regional network as it is part of Florida's Emerging 
Strategic Intermodal System (SIS). This facility connects major east-west transportation 
corridors, as well as residential and employment centers, throughout Collier and Hendry 
counties. Serving as one of two major north-south roadways within Hendry County, as well as 
an important intrastate freight corridor, the expansion of S.R. 29 to four lanes is anticipated to 
improve traffic circulation within western Hendry County. 
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1.2 Need for Improvements 

This project is identified in both the 2030 Collier County Long Range Transportation Plan 
(LRTP) and 2030 Hendry County LRTP as a cost feasible project. Designated as a rural 
principal arterial of Hendry County, S.R. 29 serves as Hendry County's primary link to the north. 
Due to increasing daily truck volumes, the segments immediately north (C.R. 80A in Hendry 
County to US 27 in Glades County) and south (Oil Well Road to S.R. 82 in Collier County) of 
this project section are currently being studied in separate Project Development and 
Environment (PD&E) studies for expansion from two to four lanes. Maintaining a four lane 
typical section throughout the length of S.R. 29 will be critical in accommodating increasing 
truck traffic, as well as anticipated travel demands due to future population and employment 
growth. Overall, this improvement is anticipated to enhance safety, emergency access, and 
truck access within Hendry County. 

Serving as part of the evacuation route network established by the Florida Division of 
Emergency Management, S.R. 29 plays a significant role in facilitating traffic during emergency 
evacuation periods as it connects to other major arterials designated on the state evacuation 
route network (S..R 82 and S.R. 80). Maintaining a four lane typical section throughout the 
length of S.R. 29 will further enhance emergency evacuation capacity and efficiency leading to 
improved evacuation and response times. Designated by Hendry County as a primary 
evacuation route, this facility is critical in evacuating residents of western Hendry County. 

This facility plays an important role in the regional network as it is part of Florida's Strategic 
Intermodal System (SIS). This facility connects major east-west transportation corridors, as well 
as residential and employment centers, throughout Collier and Hendry counties. Serving as one 
of two major north-south roadways within Hendry County, as well as an important intrastate 
freight corridor, the expansion of S.R. 29 to four lanes is anticipated to improve traffic circulation 
within western Hendry County. 

The proposed widening will likely enhance safety on S.R. 29 by dispersing traffic and improving 
overall traffic operations. Based on data obtained from the FDOT Safety Office, crash rates on 
this segment of S.R. 29 have increased over the last three of the five years examined while the 
statewide average crash rates for similar facility types (two lane undivided) have decreased. 
According to the FDOT Safety Office, the crash rates on S.R. 29 from S.R. 82 to C.R. 80A are 
lower than the statewide average crash rates. 
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1.3  Purpose 

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) is conducting a Project Development and 
Environment (PD&E) Study to evaluate the 2- to 4-lane expansion of S.R. 29 from S.R. 82 in 
Collier County to C.R. 80A in Hendry County. This facility plays an important role in the regional 
network as it is part of Florida's Strategic Intermodal System (SIS). Serving as one of two major 
north-south roadways within Hendry County, as well as an important intrastate freight corridor 
and evacuation route, the expansion of S.R. 29 to four lanes is anticipated to improve traffic 
circulation within western Hendry County. 

 The PD&E Study will lead to Location and Design Concept Acceptance by the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA). 

1.4 Proposed Alternatives 

The objective of the alternatives analysis process is to identify technically and environmentally 
sound alternatives that meet the future traffic needs, improve safety, are cost effective, and are 
acceptable to the community.  This section describes the alternatives that were considered, 
results of the alternatives evaluation and details of the preferred alternative.   

1.4.1 Corridor Analysis 

The objectives of the corridor analysis process is to compare and then select a viable corridor in 
which technically and environmentally sound alignment alternatives that are cost effective and 
acceptable to the community can be developed. Much of the proposed widening of S.R. 29 can 
be constructed within the existing road right-of-way. Additional right-of-way will be needed to 
accommodate the new lanes and offsite stormwater management facilities.  However, a new 
corridor outside the existing S.R. 29 corridor would result in significant environmental and social 
impacts and an overall cost that would be prohibitive. Based on this analysis, the existing S.R. 
29 corridor is the only viable corridor for the proposed improvements. 

1.4.2 No-Build Alternative  

The no-build alternative assumes that S.R. 29 would remain two lanes through the design year 
of 2035.  Only routine maintenance would be performed during this period.  The traffic analysis 
conducted for the no-build alternative indicates that S.R. 29 will operate at a Level of Service D 
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by the year 2015, a Level of Service E by 2025, and a Level of Service F by 2035 without the 
proposed widening.  These are all below the acceptable Level of Service of C for two-lane SIS 
facilities in rural areas.  The no-build alternative will remain a viable alternative throughout the 
duration of this PD&E study  

1.4.3 Transportation System Management 

Transportation Systems Management (TSM) alternatives involve improvements designed to 
maximize the utilization and efficiency of the existing facility through improved system and 
demand management. The various TSM options generally include traffic signal and intersection 
improvements, access management improvements and transit improvements. The additional 
capacity required to meet the projected traffic volumes along S.R. 29 cannot be provided solely 
through the implementation of TSM improvements. However, the TSM strategy of access 
management is included as part of the build alternatives for the corridor. 

1.4.4 Build Alternatives 

According to the traffic analysis conducted prior to the PD&E study, four travel lanes are needed 
by the year 2015 to provide an acceptable level of service.  Various roadway typical sections 
and alignment alternatives intended to meet the need for four lanes were evaluated.  These 
alternatives are included in Appendix A. 

The alternatives developed considered two general construction approaches to widening S.R. 
29.  The first approach proposes reconstructing four new lanes.  The bridge culverts crossing 
Twelvemile Slough, Roberts Canal and Sears Canal would also be reconstructed.  This 
approach was further evaluated to consider whether it should follow the existing centerline or if 
the alignment should be shifted to the east or to the west to minimize environmental impacts 
and the need for additional right-of-way.  Alternative 1 maintains the existing centerline.  
Alternative 2 proposes to shift the alignment to the west and hold the existing eastern right-of-
way line.  Alternative 3 proposes to shift the alignment to the east and hold the existing western 
right-of-way line.  An additional reconstruction alternative, Alternative 4, was then developed to 
optimize the shifts in the alignment to reduce potential environmental effects. 

The second widening approach proposes saving the two existing lanes of pavement and 
constructing two additional lanes to achieve the four lanes needed.  The existing bridge culverts 
crossing Twelvemile Slough, Roberts Canal and Sears Canal would remain. New culverts would 
be constructed for the two new lanes.  The alignment for this approach was also evaluated to 
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determine whether the two existing lanes should become the northbound lanes or the 
southbound lanes to minimize environmental impacts and the need for additional right-of-way.   

Alternative 5 proposes to add the two new lanes to the east side of the existing lanes and hold 
the existing western right-of-way line.  The new lanes would become the northbound direction of 
S.R. 29 and the existing lanes would become the southbound direction.  Alternative 6 proposes 
to add the two new lanes to the west side of the existing lanes and hold the existing eastern 
right-of-way line.  The new lanes would become the southbound direction of S.R. 29 and the 
existing lanes would become the northbound direction.  North of Spencer Street, where the 
existing right-of-way is 100 feet wide, S.R. 29 would be reconstructed to four lanes as 
previously described in the first construction approach.  This approach would be the most 
efficient use of the existing 100 feet of right-of-way.  Alternatives 5 and 6 propose to reconstruct 
a four-lane suburban typical section north of Spencer Street with a design speed of 50 miles per 
hours.  Alternatives 7 and 8 modify Alternatives 5 and 6, respectively by proposing a four-lane 
suburban typical section north of Spencer Street with a design speed of 55 miles per hour. An 
additional pavement saving alternative, Alternative 9, was then developed to optimize the shifts 
in the alignment to reduce potential environmental effects. 

Both of the construction approaches just described will result in four lanes (two in each 
direction) with paved shoulders and a grassy median.  The proposed roadway typical sections 
vary based of the existing functional classification and right-of-way widths within the study limits. 
 S.R. 29 has a posted speed limit of 60 miles per hour and functions as a rural principal arterial 
in the 13.3-mile segment from S.R. 82 north to Spencer Street, at the LaBelle city limits.  The 
proposed typical section in this segment consists of four 12-foot travel lanes (two in each 
direction), 8-foot outside shoulders (5 feet paved), 6-foot unpaved inside shoulders, and a 40-
foot grass median.  This typical section has a design speed of 65 miles per hour.  Stormwater 
runoff would be collected in roadside swales and conveyed to offsite stormwater ponds.  The 
right-of-way width needed for this typical section is 200 feet.   In some locations, an additional 
32 feet may be required to provide safe clearance from obstructions.  Additional right-of-way 
beyond the existing widths of 100 feet and 200 feet will be needed for offsite stormwater ponds 
and to accommodate the widening of S.R. 29. 

In the next 4.2-mile suburban segment of S.R. 29 from Spencer Street to South Industrial Loop, 
the proposed typical cross section consists of four 12-foot travel lanes (two in each direction), 
6.5-foot paved outside shoulders, 4-foot paved inside shoulders, curbs, gutters, 5-foot 
sidewalks, and a 30-foot median.  This suburban typical section has a design speed of 55 miles 
per hour.  Stormwater runoff would be collected in inlets and conveyed in a closed drainage 
system.  The right-of-way width needed for this typical section is 148 feet.  Additional right-of-
way beyond the existing width of 100 feet will be needed for offsite stormwater ponds and to 
accommodate the widening of S.R. 29. 
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In the remaining one-half-mile segment of S.R. 29 from South Industrial Loop to south of C.R. 
80A, the proposed suburban typical cross section is very similar to the previous segment, 
except that the right-of-way width needed is reduced to 136 feet, the sidewalks are 6 feet closer 
to the travel lanes, and the design speed is reduced to 50 miles per hour.  Stormwater runoff 
would still be collected in inlets and conveyed in a closed drainage system.  Additional right-of-
way beyond the existing width of 100 feet will be needed for offsite stormwater ponds and to 
accommodate the widening of S.R. 29. 
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2.0 LAND USES 

This section describes the current site and vicinity characteristics.  Please refer to the site 
photographs in Appendix B and the following discussion.     

2.1 Current Land Uses 

The existing land uses adjacent to S.R. 29 consist mainly of Agriculture. The majority of 
residential land use is on the east side of the corridor, consisting of a large quantity of mobile 
homes and mixed use development. The northern portion of the project consists of more urban 
land uses consisting of mixed residential, commercial and industrial. The current land uses are 
shown in Figure 2-1. 

2.2 Historic Land Uses 

Historic land uses were determined by reviewing historic aerial photographs obtained from the 
FDOT Aerial Photograph Look Up System (APLUS) for the years 1968, 1986, 1990, 2004 and 
2008 are provided in Appendix C. Historic aerial photographs for the years 1947 and 1957 
were obtained from the Publication of Archival Library & Museum Materials (PALMM) from the 
University of Florida.   

2.2.1 1947 Aerial Photographs – PALMM 

The historical land uses adjacent to S.R. 29, as documented in the 1947 aerial photographs, 
consisted mainly of Agriculture. The majority of residential land use was on the east side of the 
corridor and consisted of a small number of single home site, mixed residential/agricultural and 
mixed residential/commercial use development. The northern portion of the project consisted of 
more low density urban and medium density rural land uses consisting of mixed residential, 
commercial and industrial. 
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2.2.2 1957 Aerial Photographs – PALMM 

The historical land uses adjacent to S.R. 29, as documented in the 1957 aerial photographs, 
was relatively similar to the land uses in 1947. The predominate land use was Agriculture. The 
majority of residential land use was on the east side of the corridor and consisted of a large 
quantity of single family or mobile home and mixed use development. The northern portion of 
the project consisted of more urban and medium density rural land uses consisting of mixed 
residential, commercial and industrial. 

2.2.3 1968 Aerial Photographs – APLUS 

The historical land uses adjacent to S.R. 29, as documented in the 1968 aerial photographs, 
was relatively similar to the land uses in 1957. The predominate land use was Agriculture. The 
majority of residential land use was on the east side of the corridor and consisted of a large 
quantity of mobile homes and mixed use development. The northern portion of the project 
consisted of more urban land uses consisting of mixed residential, commercial and industrial. 

2.2.4 1986 Aerial Photographs – APLUS 

The historical land uses adjacent to S.R. 29, as documented in the 1986 aerial photographs, 
was relatively similar to the land uses in 1968. The predominate land use was Agriculture. The 
majority of residential land use was on the east side of the corridor and consisted of a large 
quantity of mobile homes and mixed use development. The northern portion of the project 
consisted of more urban land uses consisting of mixed residential, commercial and industrial. 

2.2.5 1990 Aerial Photographs – APLUS 

The historical land uses adjacent to S.R. 29 as documented in the 1990 aerial photographs, 
was relatively similar to the land uses in 1986. The predominate land use was Agriculture. The 
majority of residential land use was on the east side of the corridor and consisted of a large 
quantity of mobile homes and mixed use development. The northern portion of the project 
consisted of more urban land uses consisting of mixed residential, commercial and industrial. 
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2.2.6 2004 Aerial Photographs – APLUS 

The historical land uses adjacent to S.R. 29 as documented in the 2004 aerial photographs, 
was relatively similar to the land uses in 1990. The predominate land use was Agriculture. The 
majority of residential land use was on the east side of the corridor and consisted of a large 
quantity of mobile homes and mixed use development. The northern portion of the project 
consisted of more urban land uses consisting of mixed residential, commercial and industrial. 

2.2.7 2008 Aerial Photographs – APLUS 

The current land uses adjacent to S.R. 29 as documented in the 2008 aerial photographs, was 
relatively similar to the land uses in 2004. The predominate land use is Agriculture. The majority 
of residential land use is on the east side of the corridor, consisting of a large quantity of mobile 
homes and mixed use development. The northern portion of the project consists of more urban 
land uses consisting of mixed residential, commercial and industrial. 
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3.0 HYDROLOGIC FEATURES 

3.1 Aquifers 

Three distinct aquifer systems occur in the LaBelle area; the Surficial Aquifer System, the 
Intermediate Aquifer System, and the Floridan Aquifer System. The Surfical Aquifer is an 
unconfined water table aquifer that occurs within the highly permeable sandy-shell near-surface 
sediments designated as undifferentiated. In the project area this includes the Recent-
Pleistocene sands and shelly sands of the Caloosahatchee Formation. The watertable occurs in 
the four to five foot below land surface (bls) range. Transmissivity of the Surficial Aquifer 
System was reported as 100,000 to 140,000 gpd/ft (Smith and Adams 1988). The Tamiami 
Formation is not present, and the Surficial Aquifer occurs directly above the low permeability 
clays of the Hawthorn Group at a depth of approximately 40 bls. The absence of the Tamiami 
Formation and its confining beds indicate that the entire thickness of the Surficial Aquifer 
behaves as a single unconfined aquifer (Smith and Adams 1988). The Surficial Aquifer is 
relatively important in the Hendry County area because of the poor quality of the water in the 
Floridan. The City of LaBelle public water supply draws from the Surficial Aquifer. Low 
permeability beds in the upper Hawthorn act as a confining layer for the Intermediate Aquifer 
System. These confining beds are often over 100 feet thick in this area. The considerable 
thickness sugest that pollutants in the Surficial Aquifer are not likely to leak into the Intermediate 
Aquifer. The Intermediate Aquifer resides in the permeable portions of the Hawthorn from 130 to 
200 feet bls and consists of predominately sandstone atop dolostone (Smith and Adams 1988). 
Public supply wells draw from the Intermediate in Port LaBelle, Lehigh acres and Immokalee. 
The Hawthorn clay formation encountered from 200 to 300 feet bls acts as the confining layer 
for the upper Floridan Aquifer System. The Floridan is the principle artesian aquifer in most of 
Florida.  

3.2 Drainage Conditions  

The project area consists of a series of drainage ditches and canals that will influence the depth 
of the seasonal high water table and direction of surficial flows.  The depths to the water table 
will vary according to the amount of fill material in the area. Fluctuations in the groundwater 
level will occur due to the variations in rainfall, evaporation, surface water run-off, and man-
made features, such as canals. According to United States Geological Service maps and aerial 
topographic maps, regional surface drainage appears to be draining in a north north-westerly 
direction towards the Caloosahatchee River. The Hydrologic Unit Code for this area is 
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03090205 – Caloosahatchee River, and south of the county line, north of S.R. 82 it is 03090204 
– Everglades – West Coast.  

The applicable drainage basins for this project are as follows: Caloosahatchee River (3710), 
Unnamed Slough (3758), Unnamed Ditch (3759), Roberts Canal (3761) and Unnamed Ditch 
(3765). 

Local surface drainage patterns are controlled by a series of storm drains, ditches, and 
waterways.  A topographic map of the project area is shown in Appendix D. 

3.3 Soils  

Maps of the soil types and locations for the project area are shown in Figure 3-1. According to 
the National Resources Conservation Service soil survey for Collier and Hendry Counties, the 
soil types within the project alignment are described in the following list. 

Boca: [Loamy, siliceous, superactive, hyperthermic Arenic Endoaqualfs] The Boca series 
consists of moderately deep, poorly drained and very poorly drained, moderately permeable 
soils in low broad flats, poorly defined drainageways and depressions of the flatwoods and 
adjacent tidal flats. They formed in sandy and loamy marine sediments deposited over 
limestone bedrock. Near the type location the mean annual precipitation is about 55 inches. 
Slopes range from 0 to 1 percent. Most areas of Boca soils are used for rangeland. With 
adequate water control, some areas are used for truck crops, citrus, and pasture. Native 
vegetation consists of gallberry, sawpalmetto, cabbage palmettos, slash pine, and an 
understory of pineland threeawn. 

Basinger: [Siliceous, hyperthermic Spodic Psammaquents] The Basinger series consists of 
very deep, poorly drained and very poorly drained soils in sloughs, depressions, low flats, and 
poorly defined drainageways. They formed in sandy marine sediments. Near the type location 
the mean annual precipitation is about 55 inches. Slopes range from 0 to 2 percent. Most areas 
of Basinger soil that are cleared are used for rangeland. With water control, the soils are used 
for winter truck crops and tame pasture. Natural vegetation consists of waxmyrtle, St. 
Johnswort, maidencane, pineland threeawn, cypress, slash pine, longleaf pine, pond pine, and 
other water tolerant plants. 
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Chobee: [Fine-loamy, siliceous, superactive, hyperthermic Typic Argiaquolls] The Chobee 
series consists of very deep, very poorly drained, slowly to very slowly permeable soils in 
depressions, flats, and occasionally on river flood plains in the lower Coastal Plain. They formed 
in thick beds of loamy marine sediments. Near the type location the mean annual precipitation is 
about 55 inches. Slopes range from 0 to 2 percent. The drained areas are used principally for 
citrus, pasture, and range. Most of the soils remain in their natural state and have vegetation 
consisting of pickerelweed, lilies, sawgrass, and scattered swamp maples in treeless areas. 
Some areas have a growth of ash, gum, maple, and cypress. 

Gator: [Loamy, siliceous, euic, hyperthermic Terric Haplosaprists] The Gator series consists of 
very poorly drained organic soils that formed in moderately thick beds of hydrophilic plant 
remains overlying beds of loamy and sandy marine sediments. They are in depressions and on 
flood plains. Slopes are less than 1 percent. Almost all areas are in marsh or swamp wetlands 
used for wildlife and water storage. Native vegetation is mostly cordgrass or Jamaica sawgrass, 
maidencane, Coastal Plain willow, redosier dogwood, or swamp vegetation including bald 
cypress, sweet gum, red maple, and American hornbeam. 

Gentry: [Loamy, siliceous, active, hyperthermic Arenic Argiaquolls] The Gentry series consists 
of very poorly drained, moderately permeable soils that formed in loamy marine sediments. 
They are in narrow to broad drainageways, flood plains, and shallow depressions in central and 
southern Peninsular Florida. These soils are subject to frequent flooding and water stands 
above the surface for 6 or more months during the summer and fall. Slopes range from 0 to 2 
percent. Some areas of this soil have been cleared and used for pasture. Most areas remain in 
native vegetation of pond cypress, red maple, sweetgum, wax myrtle, pickerelweed, and 
maidencane. 

Holopaw: [Loamy, siliceous, active, hyperthermic Grossarenic Endoaqualfs] The Holopaw 
series consists of deep and very deep, poorly and very poorly drained soils formed in sandy 
marine sediments. These soils are rapidly permeable in the A and E horizons and moderately or 
moderately slowly permeable in the B horizon. These soils are on low lying flats, in poorly 
defined drainages or depressional areas. Slopes range from 0 to 2 percent. Large areas of 
Holopaw soils are used for range. With adequate water control, these soils are used for citrus, 
truck crops, and tame pasture. Native vegetation is scattered slash and pond pine, cabbage and 
sawpalmettos, scattered cypress, myrtle, sand cordgrass, and pineland threeawn. 

Immokalee: [Sandy, siliceous, hyperthermic Arenic Alaquods] The Immokalee series consists 
of deep and very deep, poorly drained and very poorly drained soils that formed in sandy 
marine sediments. They occur on flatwoods and in depressions of Peninsular Florida. Slopes 
are dominantly 0 to 2 percent, but adjacent to swamps, ponds, marshes, and lakes, slopes 
range from 2 to 5 percent. Annual precipitation is about 50 to 60 inches. Principal vegetation is 
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longleaf and slash pines and undergrowth of saw palmetto, gallberry, wax myrtle, and pineland 
threeawn. In depressions, water tolerant plants such as cypress, loblolly bay gorodonia, red 
maple, sweetbay, maidencane, blue maidencane, chalky bluestem, sand cordgrass, and 
bluejoint panicum are more common. Most areas are used for range and forest. Large areas 
with adequate water management are used for citrus, tame pasture, and truck crops. 

Malabar: [Loamy, siliceous, active, hyperthermic Grossarenic Endoaqualfs] The Malabar series 
consists of very deep, poorly to very poorly drained soils in sloughs, shallow depressions, and 
along flood plains. They formed in sandy and loamy marine sediments. Near the type location 
the mean annual precipitation is about 55 inches. Slopes range from 0 to 2 percent. Large areas 
of the Malabar soils are used extensively for range. Some areas are used for citrus crops, truck 
crops, and improved pasture with adequate water control. Native vegetation consists of 
scattered slash pine, cypress wax myrtle, cabbage palm, pineland threeawn, and maidencane. 
In depressions, the vegetation is dominantly St. Johns wort or maidencane. 

Myakka: [Sandy, siliceous, hyperthermic Aeric Alaquods] The Myakka series consists of deep 
and very deep, poorly to very poorly drained soils formed in sandy marine deposits. These soils 
are on flatwoods, high tidal areas, flood plains, depressions, and gently sloping to sloping 
barrier islands. They have rapid permeability in the A horizon and moderate or moderately rapid 
permeability in the Bh horizon. Slopes range from 0 to 8 percent. The soil formed in sandy 
marine deposits. Rainfall averages about 50 to 60 inches annually. Most areas are used for 
commercial forest production or native range. Large areas with adequate water control 
measures are used for citrus, improved pasture, and truck crops. Native vegetation includes 
longleaf and slash pines with an undergrowth of saw palmetto, running oak, inkberry, wax 
myrtle, huckleberry, chalky bluestem, pineland threeawn, and scattered fetterbush. 

Oldsmar: [Sandy, siliceous, hyperthermic Alfic Arenic Alaquods] The Oldsmar series consists of 
very deep, poorly drained and very poorly drained soils in flats and depressions of Peninsular 
Florida. They formed in sandy marine sediments overlying loamy materials. Near the type 
location the mean annual precipitation is about 55 inches. Slopes range from 0 to 2 percent. 
Most areas of Oldsmar soils remain in native vegetation. Areas with water control are used for 
citrus, truck crops, and tame pasture. Native vegetation consists of cabbage palm, sawpalmetto, 
live oak, slash pine, with an undergrowth of laurel, wax myrtle, and pineland threeawn. In 
depressions the trees are cypress, blackgum, pond pine, loblolly bay, red maple, and sweetbay. 
Other plants included maidencane, blue maidencane, chalky bluestem, sand cordgrass, and 
bluejoint panicum. 

Pahokee: [Euic, hyperthermic Lithic Haplosaprists] The Pahokee series consists of very poorly 
drained soils that are 36 to 51 inches thick over limestone. Pahokee soils formed in organic 
deposits of freshwater marshes. Pahokee soils are used for growing sugarcane, corn, truck 
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crops, sod, and improved pasture. Natural vegetation is sawgrass, sedges, lilies, willow, 
elderberry, and cypress. 

Pineda: [Loamy, siliceous, active, hyperthermic Arenic Glossaqualfs] The Pineda series 
consists of deep and very deep, poorly and very poorly drained, very slowly permeable soils in 
depressions, low hammocks, poorly defined drainageways, broad low flats, and flood plains. 
They formed in thick beds of sandy and loamy marine sediments on the lower Coastal Plain. 
Near the type location the mean annual precipitation is about 55 inches. Slopes range from 0 to 
2 percent. Areas of Pineda soils that are drained are used for citrus, truck crops, and tame 
pasture. In their undrained state, these soils are used for range. Natural vegetation consists of 
slash pine, cypress, myrtle, cabbage palm, blue maidencane, chalky bluestem, bluepoint 
panicum, sedges, pineland threeawn, and sand cordgrass. 

Pompano: [Siliceous, hyperthermic Typic Psammaquents] The Pompano series consists of 
very deep, very poorly drained, rapidly permeable soils in depressions, drainageways, and 
broad flats. They formed in thick beds of marine sands. Near the type location the mean annual 
precipitation is about 50 inches. Slopes range from 0 to 2 percent. Most areas of this soil is 
used for rangeland. Where drained, it is used for growing truck crops, citrus fruits, and improved 
pasture. Natural vegetation consists of palmetto, widely spaced cypress, gum, and slash pine, 
and native grasses. 

Wabasso: [Sandy over loamy, siliceous, active, hyperthermic Alfic Alaquods] The Wabasso 
series consists of deep or very deep, very poorly and poorly drained, very slowly and slowly 
permeable soils on flatwoods, flood plains, and depressions in Peninsula Florida. They formed 
in sandy and loamy marine sediments. Near the type location mean annual precipitation is 
about 55 inches. Slopes range from 0 to 2 percent. Most areas of Wabasso soils are in natural 
vegetation and are used for native range. Areas with adequate water control measures are used 
for citrus, truck crops, and tame pasture. The natural vegetation consists of longleaf pine, slash 
pine, cabbage palm, live oak, with an understory of sawpalmetto, laurel oak, waxmyrtle, chalky 
bluestem, and pineland threeawn. 

Winder: [Fine-loamy, siliceous, superactive, hyperthermic Typic Glossaqualfs] The Winder 
series consists of very deep, poorly drained, slowly to very slowly permeable soils on broad, low 
flats and depressional areas. They formed in loamy marine sediments on the Lower Coastal 
Plain. Near the type location and the mean annual precipitation is about 55 inches. Slopes 
range from 0 to 2 percent. Most areas of Winder soils are in native vegetation and used for 
wildlife habitat. With adequate water control, some areas are used for citrus, winter truck crops, 
and improved pasture. Natural vegetation consists of cordgrass, maidencane, cabbage 
palmetto, saw palmetto, and pineland threeawn. 
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4.0 METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Objective 

The objective of the Level 1 contamination screening evaluation is to develop a general 
characterization of environmental concerns based on readily available information and site 
observations.  To meet this objective, the scope of services included the following: 

• A visual reconnaissance of the property to observe site conditions relative to 
environmental concerns;   

• A reconnaissance of the surrounding area to help evaluate if obvious adjacent land use 
might suggest recognized environmental conditions; 

• A review of federal, state, and local records; 

• A review of available historic aerial photographs, topographical maps, and soil surveys; 

• A qualitative hydrogeologic evaluation of the site and vicinity to characterize the area 
surface and subsurface drainage patterns; and 

• Interviews with local regulatory agencies. 

4.2 Significant Assumptions 

The Level 1 contamination screening evaluation is performed in an effort to identify known or 
potential contamination problems based on reasonably ascertainable documentation and 
information.  However, environmental conditions may still exist on, or adjacent to, the project 
alignment, that were not identifiable through this scope of services.  The results of this CSER 
are not, and cannot, be interpreted as a representation or guarantee that there are no 
environmental concerns existing on, beneath, or around the alignment. 
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4.3 Contamination Rating System 

The contamination rating system is divided into four degrees of risk: No, Low, Medium, and 
High.  Each degree, as outlined in Part 2, Chapter 22 of the FDOT PD&E Manual, indicates the 
following: 

NO - After a review of all available information, there is nothing to indicate that contamination 
would be a problem.  It is possible that contaminants could have been handled on the property; 
however, all information indicates problems should not be expected. 

LOW - Former or current operation as a hazardous waste generator identification (ID) number, 
or deals with hazardous materials; however, based on all available information, there is no 
reason to believe there would be any involvement with contamination.  This is the lowest 
possible rating a gasoline station operating within current regulations could receive.  This rating 
could also be applied to a retail hardware store that blends paint. 

MEDIUM - After a review of all available information, indications are found (reports, Notices of 
Violation, consent orders, etc.) that identify known soil and/or water contamination and the 
problem does not need remediation, is being remediated (i.e., air stripping of the groundwater, 
etc.), or continued monitoring is required.  The complete details of remediation requirements are 
important to determine what FDOT must do if the property were to be acquired.  A 
recommendation should be made on each property falling into this category as to its 
acceptability for use within the proposed project, what actions might be required if the property 
is acquired, and the possible alternatives if there is a need to avoid the property. 

HIGH - After a review of all available information, there is a potential for contamination 
problems. Further assessment will be required after alignment selection to determine the actual 
presence and/or levels of contamination and the need for remedial action.  A recommendation 
must be included for what further assessment is required.  This would also be the case where 
the analyst “strongly suspects contamination” at the site.  Conducting the actual Contamination 
Assessment is not expected to begin until alignment is defined; however, circumstances may 
require additional screening assessments (i.e. collecting soil or water samples for laboratory 
analysis that may be necessary to determine the presence and/or levels of contaminants) to 
begin earlier. Properties that were previously used as gasoline stations and have not been 
evaluated or assessed would probably receive this rating. 
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5.0 POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION IMPACTS 

A Level 1 contamination screening evaluation of the project alignment was conducted to 
determine the potential for contamination of the right-of-way from within the right-of-way and 
adjacent properties.  Site reconnaissance was completed and government environmental lists 
were reviewed, excerpts of which are included in Appendix E.  Seven sites were identified as 
MEDIUM or HIGH potential hazardous and/or petroleum contamination problems within or 
adjacent to the project alignment.   

Of the seven identified as MEDIUM or HIGH risk sites, all were determined to have the potential 
to contain petroleum contamination.  The descriptions of the potential contamination sites are 
listed in Table 5-1.  Detailed descriptions of each site can be found in Section 6.0. 

Three sites were identified as a HIGH risk: 

• Site 2 – Taylors Counrty Store, Facility ID # 8520170, 25 S. Hwy 29, Felda, FL 33930 

• Site 17 – Kuntry Kubbard Truck Stop, Facility ID# 8735900, 5479 S.R. 29, LaBelle, FL 
33935 

• Site 21 – Circle K Store #7374, Facility ID# 8520158, 3109 S.R. 29, LaBelle, FL 33935 

Four sites were identified as a MEDIUM risk: 

• Site 3 – Pioneer Plaza, Facility ID# 91011747, Hwy 29 & NE S.R. 830A, Felda, FL 
33930 

• Site 6 – Halliburton Energy Services, Facility ID# 8520143, 540 S. Hwy 29, Felda, FL 
33930 

• Site 26 – Hendry County Rd & Br Department LaBelle Barn, Facility ID# 8732500, 99 
East Cowboy Way, LaBelle, FL 33935 

• Site 28 – Handy Food Store #58, Facility ID# 8520153, 1040 S. Hwy 29, LaBelle, FL 
33935 

The remaining potential contamination sites received a LOW or NO risk rating. 
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Table 5-1 
Potential Contamination Impact Sites 

Site No. 
Property Description  

(name, address) 
Permit or  
Facility ID 

Potential 
Contaminant 

(Hazardous or 
Petroleum) Source Activity or Concern Tanks

Distance & Direction 
from project corridor

Risk 
Rating 

1 
Triple J Auto Tire Repair 

911 Hwy 29 
Felda, FL 33930 

FLR000099531 Petroleum USEPA Generator, Statute or 
regulation violation, Used Oil No Adjacent 

East of ROW LOW 

2 
Taylors Country Store 

25 S Hwy 29 
Felda, FL 33930 

8520170 Petroleum FDEP Leaking Underground Storage 
Tank Yes Adjacent 

East of ROW HIGH 

3 
Pioneer Plaza Inc. 

Hwy 29 & NE SR 830A 
Felda, FL 33930 

91011747 Petroleum FDEP Leaking Underground Storage 
Tank Yes Adjacent 

East of ROW MEDIUM 

4 
Rogers D R Inc. 

50 N Hwy 29 
Felda, FL 33930 

9700677 Petroleum FDEP Tanks, removed and in 
service Yes 300 feet 

West of ROW LOW 

5 
Ed’s Store 

SR 29 
Felda, FL 33930 

8520169 Petroleum FDEP Removed Tanks (1995) Yes 500 feet 
West of ROW LOW 

6 

Halliburton Energy 
Services 

540 N Hwy 29 
Felda, FL 33930 

8520143 Petroleum FDEP  Leaking Underground 
Storage Tank Yes 150 feet 

West of ROW MEDIUM 

7 

Paramount Chemicals and 
Plastics, Inc. 

540 N Hwy 29 
Felda, FL 33930 

9805100 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes 275 feet 
West of ROW LOW 

8 

Everglades Harvesting and 
Hauling 

1411 Hwy 29 
Felda, FL 33930 

9700555 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes 925 feet 
East of ROW LOW 
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Table 5-1 
Potential Contamination Impact Sites 

Site No. 
Property Description  

(name, address) 
Permit or  
Facility ID 

Potential 
Contaminant 

(Hazardous or 
Petroleum) Source Activity or Concern Tanks

Distance & Direction 
from project corridor

Risk 
Rating 

9  
A. Duda and Sons Inc. 

1510 Hwy 29 N 
Felda, FL 33930 

574927 Hazardous USEPA Emergency Response 
Notification Yes Greater than 1 Mile 

West of ROW NO 

9 
A. Duda and Sons Inc. 

12250 S SR 29 
Felda, FL 33930 

FLD982100877 Petroleum FDEP Leaking Underground Storage 
Tank Yes Greater than 1 Mile 

West of ROW NO 

9 
A Duda and Sons Inc. 

Hwy 19 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8520171 Petroleum FDEP Leaking Underground Storage 
Tank Yes Greater than 1 Mile 

West of ROW NO 

10 

Alico Land Development – 
Felda Grove 

Hwy 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8943525 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes Greater than 1 Mile 
East of ROW NO 

11 

Alico Land Development – 
Corkscrew Grove  

Hwy 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8943526 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes Greater than 1 Mile 
East of ROW NO 

12 
B&J Auto Machine Shop 

6299 SR 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FL0001021641 N/A USEPA Statute or Regulation Violation No Adjacent 
East of ROW LOW 

13 

Duda Citrus Belle 
Concentrate Plant 

6000 SR 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FLR000092593 Petroleum USEPA 
Statute or Regulation 

Violation, Used Oil, listing 
general 

Yes 425 feet 
West of ROW LOW 

13 

Duda and Sons Inc – 
Citrus Belle 
6010 SR 29 

LaBelle, FL 33935 

8520128 Petroleum and 
Hazardous FDEP Tanks (petroleum products, 

and mineral acid) Yes 325 feet 
West of ROW LOW 
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Table 5-1 
Potential Contamination Impact Sites 

Site No. 
Property Description  

(name, address) 
Permit or  
Facility ID 

Potential 
Contaminant 

(Hazardous or 
Petroleum) Source Activity or Concern Tanks

Distance & Direction 
from project corridor

Risk 
Rating 

14 
MacCluskey Dump 

SR 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FLR000011411 Hazardous USEPA Illegal dumping No 450 feet 
East of ROW LOW 

14 
McCluskey Dump 

SR 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

59 Hazardous FDEP Illegal dumping No 450 feet 
East of ROW LOW 

15 

Flatwoods Citrus Goves 
Inc. 

3 miles north of Sears Rd 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8521755 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes Greater than 1 Mile 
East of ROW NO 

16 
Paul Citrus Inc. 

Hwy 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8736286 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes 1000 feet 
West of ROW LOW 

16 
Bob Paul Inc 

Hwy 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8736291 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes 1500 feet 
West of ROW LOW 

16 
Bob Pauls Mail Grove 

Hwy 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

9501801 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes Greater than 1 Mile 
West of ROW NO 

17 
Kuntry Kubbard Truck Stop 

Hwy 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8735900 Petroleum FDEP Leaking Underground Storage 
Tank Yes Adjacent 

East of ROW HIGH 

18 
Azteca Super Centro 

4269 Hwy 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

9806521 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes Adjacent 
East of ROW LOW 
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Table 5-1 
Potential Contamination Impact Sites 

Site No. 
Property Description  

(name, address) 
Permit or  
Facility ID 

Potential 
Contaminant 

(Hazardous or 
Petroleum) Source Activity or Concern Tanks

Distance & Direction 
from project corridor

Risk 
Rating 

19 
FPL LaBelle Substation 

3880 Hwy 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FLR000138743 RCRIS USEPA 
Conditionally exempt small 

quantity generator Non-
Handler 

No Adjacent 
West of ROW LOW 

20 
Christmas Auto Salvage 

185 A Road 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FLR000106625 RCRIS USEPA 
Conditionally exempt small 

quantity generator Non-
Handler 

No 450 feet 
East of ROW LOW 

21 
Circle K Store #7374 

3109 Hwy 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FLD984255323 RCRIS USEPA 
Conditionally exempt small 

quantity generator Non-
Handler 

Yes Adjacent 
East of ROW LOW 

21  
Circle K Store #7374 

3109 Hwy 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8520158 Petroleum FDEP Leaking Underground Storage 
Tank Yes Adjacent 

East of ROW HIGH 

22 
Merit Market 
1830 Hwy 29 

LaBelle, FL 33935 
9700993 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes Adjacent 

East of ROW LOW 

23 

Thompkins Contracting, 
Inc. 

69 S Industrial Loop Rd 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FLR000055087 Petroleum USEPA Statute or regulation violation, 
used oil, general listing No 250 feet 

East of ROW LOW 

23 
The Upholstery Shop 

69 S Industrial Loop Rd 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FLR000127258 RCRIS USEPA 
Conditionally exempt small 

quantity generator Non-
Handler 

No 250 feet 
East of ROW LOW 

23 
Barkers Transmission Inc 
69 S Industrial Loop Rd 

LaBelle, FL 33935 
FLR000136531 Petroleum USEPA Statute or regulation violation. 

General generator No 250 feet 
East of ROW LOW 
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Table 5-1 
Potential Contamination Impact Sites 

Site No. 
Property Description  

(name, address) 
Permit or  
Facility ID 

Potential 
Contaminant 

(Hazardous or 
Petroleum) Source Activity or Concern Tanks

Distance & Direction 
from project corridor

Risk 
Rating 

24 
B&J Auto Machine 

S Industrial Loop Rd 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FLD984175802 Petroleum USEPA Generators, pre-transport and 
general No 100 feet 

East of ROW LOW 

25 

Chevron USA Inc LaBelle 
Bulk Plant 

SR 29 & Tangerine St 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FLD000611921 Petroleum USEPA 
Conditionally exempt small 

quantity generator Non-
Handler 

No 175 feet 
East of ROW LOW 

25 
Porterfield Oil Co Inc 
SR 29 & Tangerine St 

LaBelle, FL 33935 
8520164 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes 175 feet 

East of ROW LOW 

26 

Hendry County Rd & Br 
Department LaBelle Barn 

99 E Cowboy Way 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8732500 Petroleum FDEP Leaking Underground Storage 
Tank Yes 200 feet 

East of ROW MEDIUM 

27 

Hendry County Rd & Br 
Department LaBelle Barn 

99 E Cowboy Way 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8732500 Petroleum FDEP Tanks Yes 250 feet 
East of ROW LOW 

28 
Handy Food Store #58 

1040 S SR 29 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8520153 Unknown FDEP Leaking Underground Storage 
Tank Yes Adjacent 

West of ROW MEDIUM 

29 
Alico – Maddox Property 

S Main St & Devils Garden 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

9401120 Petroleum FDEP Removed Tanks (1994) Yes 950 feet 
Northwest of ROW NO 

30 
Winn-Dixie #721 
906 S Main St 

LaBelle, FL 33935 
FLR000035329 RCRIS USEPA 

Conditionally exempt small 
quantity generator Non-

Handler 
No 350 feet 

Northwest of ROW NO 
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Table 5-1 
Potential Contamination Impact Sites 

Site No. 
Property Description  

(name, address) 
Permit or  
Facility ID 

Potential 
Contaminant 

(Hazardous or 
Petroleum) Source Activity or Concern Tanks

Distance & Direction 
from project corridor

Risk 
Rating 

1A 

Composite Polymer  
Systems Inc 

150 S Industrial Loop 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

FLR000111559 RCRIS FDEP 
Conditionally exempt small 

quantity generator Non-
Handler 

No 825 feet 
East of ROW LOW 

2A 
Auto Parts Specialist 
310 N Industrial Loop 

LaBelle, FL 33935 
FLR000079319 RCRIS FDEP 

Conditionally exempt small 
quantity generator Non-

Handler 
No 850 feet 

East of ROW LOW 

4A 
FPL LaBelle Center 

245 Devils Garden Rd 
LaBelle, FL 33935 

8735381 Petroleum FDEP Leaking Underground Storage 
Tank Yes 1200 feet 

West of ROW LOW 

 

 
Notes: 

    

   AST Aboveground Storage Tank  FDEP Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
   FINDS USEPA Facility Index System  LUST Leaking Underground Storage Tank 
   ROW Right of Way  USEPA United States Environmental Protection Agency 
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6.0 REGULATORY STATUS OF SITES 

An environmental database report was prepared by Environmental Data Management, Inc 
(EDM) on March 7, 2008.  The report search is limited to only those sites known to the 
regulatory agencies at the time of publication.  The radius map report only includes those sites 
that are contaminated, generate, or handle hazardous materials.  Maps depicting the location of 
each of these sites can be found in Figures 6-1 through 6-13. A copy of the environmental 
database report is included in Appendix E. An independent search of regulatory agency lists 
was conducted in June 2008. Agency coordination (interview) documents are located in 
Appendix F.     

There were 30 contaminated sites or sites with potential for contamination that were identified in 
the government records that were identified by EDM. The government records were not 
complete enough to identify all sites by latitude-longitude coordinates.  Of the 30 potential sites 
identified in the report, six sites were determined to be greater than one mile from the project. A 
Proximal Records Table identifies items where there is a question as to the specific location and 
its relation to the target site latitude-longitude.  For this reason, there are sites that are within 
the postal zip code of the specific site or adjacent zip code nearby that are also listed on various 
government lists.  There were three sites noted in the Proximal Records Table that appear to be 
within the standard radius for listed sites. In addition, sites that were identified in the field that 
have the potential for contamination were also noted. After a review of all available information, 
on the sites noted in the field, nothing was found to indicate that contamination would be a 
problem. 

Contaminated sites, or sites with potential for contamination that were identified in the report, 
independent searches, or from field review, were searched through the FDEP OCULUS 
database.  Sites are numbered to correspond with the EDM assigned number for purposes of 
referencing with the contamination site location map. Details on each of the 33 sites discovered 
during this evaluation are presented below: 

SITE 1 – LOW Triple J Auto Tire Repair is listed in the USEPA’s Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act Information System (RCRIS) as a Non-TSD site. Three violations were issued, 
two for used oil (generator) and one for a statute or regulation violation. All three were issued in 
October 2003. 

SITE 2 – HIGH Taylors Country Store is a former retail gasoline station located at 25 South 
State Road 29 in Felda, Florida. The site utilized five underground storage tanks (USTs) 
containing gasoline and diesel. According to reports, the tanks were located in two separate  
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areas on the site. The two areas, one on the northeast of the property and one on the 
southeast, contained UST vaults. A third area encompassed the pump islands and piping 
between tank/vault areas. The site no longer sells fuel and all used fueling equipment (tanks, 
dispensers, etc.) have been removed. During tank removal activities conducted in 1992, 
evidence of a petroleum release from one or both UST systems was discovered. A notification 
that evidence of a release was issued. Soil excavation was performed in 1994 of 1,020 tons of 
impacted soil in the location of the two tank vault areas and dispenser island area. Groundwater 
contamination was documented in a contamination assessment in 1996. The petroleum 
impacted groundwater plume was delineated in 2001 and updated in 2004. A pilot test was 
conducted in June 2005 focusing on air sparge and soil vapor extraction technology. 
Construction of the remedial system was completed in February 2007.  Remedial system 
activity and monitoring is ongoing. 

After a review of all available information a risk rating of HIGH was assigned for all build 
alternatives.  Contamination was documented within the existing right-of-way for S.R. 29. The 
design, right of way and construction phases of the project has not been funded in the FDOT’s 
Adopted Five-Year Work Program as of the submittal of this report.  It is possible that the 
groundwater concentrations of contaminates of concern will fall below Groundwater Cleanup 
Target Levels (GCTL) prior to construction.  The results of the Remedial Action Plan should be 
reviewed during both the final design and construction phases. 

SITE 3 – MEDIUM Pioneer Plaza and the Shell-Felda Mall are listed together as Site 3. FDEP 
lists the facility as a leaking underground storage tank (LUST), identifying the contaminant as 
leaded and unleaded gas. Cleanup was completed as of January 1998, with an actual 
completion date of May 1995. Pioneer Plaza is listed in the tanks database as having three 
6,000 gallon tanks, all being removed. Pioneer Plaza is listed as closed. The Shell-Felda Mall is 
listed as open. 

The Pioneer Plaza facility is located at the northeast corner of C.R. 830A and S.R. 29 in Felda, 
Florida. The facility previously existed as a retail Chevron gasoline station which consisted of 
three 6,000 gallon USTs and one dispenser island. The storage/delivery system was placed out 
of service in 1979 and removed prior to 1990. Excessively contaminated soil was removed from 
the site in September 1991. A letter dated May 11, 1995, from FDEP Bureau of Waste Cleanup 
approved a No Further Action proposal for the former site. 

The site currently operates as a retail gasoline station. Shell-Felda Mall had five USTs; two 
10,000 gallon and three 6,000 gallon tanks, removed in 2006. The site currently has three USTs 
in service; two 12,000 gallon gasoline and diesel tanks and one 8,000 gallon gasoline tank. The 
existing system is operating in compliance. 
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After a review of all available information a risk rating of HIGH was assigned for all build 
alternatives.  Contamination was documented within the existing Right of Way for S.R. 29. The 
design, right of way and construction phases of the project has not been funded in the FDOT’s 
Adopted Five-Year Work Program as of the submittal of this report.  It is possible that the 
groundwater concentrations of contaminates of concern will continue to fall below GCTLs prior 
to construction.  The available site information should be reviewed during both the final design 
and construction phases. 

SITE 4 – LOW Rogers D. R., Inc., is listed in the FDEP’s storage tanks database for a total of 
five tanks, four 1,000 gallon tanks and one 275 gallon tank. The 275 gallon and two 1,000 
gallon tanks are listed as removed. The remaining two 1,000 gallon tanks are listed as in 
service, containing vehicular diesel. The facility type is agricultural, and it is listed as open. 

SITE 5 – LOW Ed’s Store is listed in the FDEP’s storage tanks database. Three removed tanks 
are recorded; one 8,000 gallon, and two 4,000 gallon tanks. All three were removed as of April 
1995, and the site is listed as closed. 

SITE 6 – MEDIUM Halliburton Energy Services is listed in the FDEP LUST report, a waste oil 
and unleaded gas spill were each reported and cleanup was completed as of March 2007. Five 
tanks are listed in the FDEP’s tanks database; all have been removed with the latest date being 
1993. The tanks contained unleaded gas, vehicular diesel, and mineral acid. The facility is listed 
as closed. 

Halliburton Energy Services is a former non-retail fuel user. Two USTs were removed prior to 
November 1993. Contamination was documented in the Closure Assessment Report and 
subsequent Limited Contamination Assessment Report in 1996. No excessively contaminated 
soils were discovered and contamination of groundwater was minimal. A Groundwater 
Monitoring Program was completed in December 2006. No Further Action was approved by 
FDEP on March 1, 2007.  

After a review of all available information a risk rating of MEDIUM was assigned for all build 
alternatives.  Contamination was not documented within the existing Right of Way for S.R. 29. 
The design, right of way and construction phases of the project has not been funded in the 
FDOT’s Adopted Five-Year Work Program as of the submittal of this report.  It is possible that 
the groundwater concentrations of contaminates of concern will continue to fall below GCTLs 
prior to construction.  The available site information should be reviewed during both the final 
design and construction phases. 
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SITE 7 – LOW Paramount Chemicals & Plastics Inc is listed in the FDEP tanks database with 
three aboveground tanks containing chlorine compound. The tanks are listed as in service, the 
facility is open and there are no violations or spills recorded. 

SITE 8 – LOW Everglades Harvesting and Hauling – Highway 29 is listed in the FDEP tanks 
database as having two 6,000 gallon tanks for vehicular diesel. Both tanks are in service, the 
facility type is agricultural and listed as open, and there are no violations or spills recorded. 

SITE 9 – NO A. Duda and Sons, Inc., is listed in the USEPA Emergency Response Notification 
System (ERNS) for an incident involving the ignition and subsequent rupture of a fertilizer 
storage container releasing 30 gallons  of DIREX4L, but cleanup is listed as ongoing as of 1998. 
The Duda site is located more than one mile west of the project.  

A separately addressed A. Duda and Sons Inc, is listed in the RCRIS information system for 
violations concerning state statute or regulation citations, used oil generator violation, and pre-
transport generator citations. 

A third A. Duda & Sons, Inc., – LaBelle separate addressed site is listed in the LUST report as 
an active cleanup and with a status of ongoing. A leak involving 1,800 gallons of unleaded gas 
is being cleaned up by the State, but no drinking wells are reported as being contaminated. The 
cleanup is combined with a separate cleanup of vehicular diesel at the same site. The facility is 
listed as open. A previous diesel leak is listed as status ‘completed’ in 2004. For this same site, 
ten tanks are listed in the FDEP tanks database. Five have been removed, five are listed in 
service; two 2,000 gallon tanks containing new/lube oil, and three 20.000 gallon tanks 
containing vehicular diesel or unleaded gas. This site is located more than one mile west of the 
project. 

SITE 10 – NO Alico Land Development – Felda Grove has 23 tanks listed for this facility, all 
containing fuel oil. All tanks are listed as in service, and the facility type is listed as agricultural 
and facility status as open. Also of note, all tanks are above ground. No violations or citations 
are listed. The Alico site is located more than one mile east of the project. 

SITE 11 – NO Alico Land Development – Corkscrew Grove is listed as having four above 
ground tanks containing fuel oil in service. Each tank is 550 gallons, and the facility type is listed 
as agricultural, status: open. No violations or citations are listed. The Alico site is located more 
than one mile east of the project. 

SITE 12 – LOW B & J Auto Machine Shop is listed with the USEPA RCRIS for two statute or 
regulation violations in October 2005. A completion date of January 2006 is listed for each 
violation. 
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SITE 13 – LOW Duda Citrus Belle Concentrate Plant (Duda and Sons Inc. - Citrus Belle) is 
listed in the USEPA RCRIS database for multiple violations of three types: statute or regulation 
violation, general listing, and used oil generator. This site is also listed in the FDEP tanks 
database as having seven tanks, four of which are in service; the remaining three have been 
removed as of 1986. The in service tanks contain unleaded gas, vehicular diesel, waste oil and 
mineral acid. All in service tanks are more than or equal to 1,000 gallons and less than 2,000 
gallons. All in service tanks are above ground. 

SITE 14 – LOW MacCluskey Dump is an unpermitted, open dump site. Hendry County Health 
Department inspected the site in April 1985. The inspection revealed large amounts of junk, 
trash, car parts abandoned mobile homes and other miscellaneous debris. The Hendry County 
Health Department analyzed samples from four wells on and off site in March 1989, but no 
contamination was found. In November 1988, The Florida Department of Environmental 
Regulation, South Florida District Office requested the site be placed on the State Action Sites 
List. In February 1989, the McCluskey Dump was approved for state-funded cleanup.  

SITE 15 - NO Four tanks are listed in the FDEP tanks database for Flatwoods Citrus Groves 
Inc., all are listed as above ground containing petroleum products. One 1,000 gallon tank was 
removed, while the remaining 500 gallon leaded gas tank, 300 gallon leaded gas tank, and 200 
gallon vehicular diesel tank remain listed as in service. The facility type is agricultural, and the 
status is listed as open. The Flatwoods Citrus Groves site is located more than one mile east of 
the project. 

SITE 16 - LOW Paul Citrus Inc has one 30,000 gallon vehicular diesel tank listed as above 
ground and in service. The facility is listed as agricultural and open. At the same site Bob Paul, 
Inc. is listed in the FDEP tanks database as having seven tanks, only two of which remain in 
service. One 10,000 gallon above ground unleaded gas tank, and one 20,000 gallon above 
ground vehicular diesel tank are listed as in service, the remaining five tanks are listed as 
removed. The facility is listed as agricultural and open. Also at this same site two removed tanks 
are listed under the name Bob Pauls Main Grove, both tanks were vehicular diesel and 
removed March 1996. That facility is listed as agricultural and closed. 

SITE 17 - HIGH Kuntry Kubbard Truck Stop is listed in the LUST database with an ongoing 
generic gasoline and vehicular diesel clean up, as well as having four in service under ground 
tanks. The FDEP tanks database shows two 4,000 gallon unleaded gas tanks as well as one 
8,000 gallon unleaded gas tank, and one 8,000 gallon vehicular diesel tank. The facility is listed 
as open. 

The Kuntry Kubbard is a former retail gasoline facility. Contamination was initially documented 
in December 1988, and the site was eligible for Early Detection Incentive program in June 1991. 
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Contamination Assessment Reports were submitted September 1994 and June 1995; 
documenting the contaminate plume and excessively contaminated soils. Soils were excavated 
in November and December of 2002. Natural Attenuation Monitoring (NAM) for groundwater 
was approved by FDEP July 2004. Seven NAM events at the site were completed between 
October 2004 and July 2006. According to a Supplemental Site Assessment Report (SSAR), 
dated February 8, 2007, documented soil and groundwater contaminate plume was 
concentrated primarily in and south of dispenser island area. The SSAR recommended the 
preparation of a Remedial Action Plan including air sparging and soil vapor extraction. On June 
11, 2008, four tanks and dispenser islands were removed from the site. 

After a review of all available information a risk rating of HIGH was assigned for all build 
alternatives.  Contamination was documented within the existing right-of-way for S.R. 29. The 
design, right of way and construction phases of the project has not been funded in the FDOT’s 
Adopted Five-Year Work Program as of the submittal of this report.  It is possible that the 
groundwater concentrations of contaminates of concern will fall below GCTLs prior to 
construction.  The results of the Remedial Action Plan should be reviewed during both the final 
design and construction phases. 

SITE 18 – LOW Azteca Super Centro is listed in the FDEP tanks database as having three in 
service under ground tanks. Two 10,000 gallon unleaded gas tanks and one 15,000 gallon 
vehicular diesel tank are listed as in service. The facility is listed as open. 

SITE 19 – LOW FPL LaBelle substation is listed in the USEPA RCRIS database but there are 
no citations.  

SITE 20 – LOW Christmas Auto Salvage is listed in the USEPA RCRIS database but there are 
no citations. 

SITE 21 – HIGH Circle K Store # 7374 is listed in the USEPA  RCRIS with no citations, but has 
two active clean up activities listed with FDEP for LUSTs.  Vehicular diesel, as well as leaded 
and unleaded gas, are listed as an ongoing cleanup since the discharge date of 1988, with the 
gas and diesel cleanups being combined.  FDEP storage tanks database has five underground 
tanks listed, three 8,000 gallon unleaded gas tanks, and one 10,000 gallon vehicular diesel tank 
are listed as in service. One 10,000 gallon vehicular diesel tank is listed as closed in place, 
November 2005. The facility is listed as open. 

On November 23, 1988, free product was discovered during routine sampling for the Circle K 
Store #7374. Both gasoline and diesel fuels were stored underground, however, only gasoline 
free product was detected. An approved product recovery system was installed in August 1990. 
Since 1991, no free product was detected in any monitoring wells. A Contamination 
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Assessment Report in July 1991 delineated the extent of the dissolved petroleum plume and 
excessively contaminated soils. Both gasoline and diesel contaminates were documented. A 
Remedial Action Plan (RAP) was developed and approved in 1993. No soils were extracted. 
The RAP was implemented beginning in July 2005. According to the RAP Operation and 
Maintenance (O&M), Quarter Ten O&M Report for the period of December 2007 thru March 
2008, during the March 2008 quarterly sampling event, petroleum constituents of concern were 
detected at concentrations above GCTL.   

After a review of all available information a risk rating of HIGH was assigned for all build 
alternatives.  Contamination was documented within the existing right-of-way for S.R. 29. The 
design, right of way and construction phases of the project has not been funded in the FDOT’s 
Adopted Five-Year Work Program as of the submittal of this report.  It is possible that the 
groundwater concentrations of contaminates of concern will fall below GCTLs prior to 
construction.  The results of the Remedial Action Plan should be reviewed during both the final 
design and construction phases. 

SITE 22 – LOW Merit Market is listed in the FDEP storage tanks database for one 30,000 
gallon under ground unleaded gas tank. The tanks is listed as in service and the station is listed 
as open. 

SITE 23 – LOW Thompkins Contracting, Inc., The Upholstery Shop, and Barkers Transmission, 
Inc. are all listed as the same site address in the USEPA RCRIS database. All three business 
have separate FLR numbers, The Upholstery Shop being the only business with no violations. 
Thompkins Contracting Inc is cited for statute or regulation violation, used oil generator, and 
general listing. Barkers Transmission, Inc. is cited as a general generator, and statute or 
regulation violation.  

SITE 24 – LOW B & J Auto Machine is listed previously by the USEPA at another address, but 
also for a RCRIS violation. This violation is cited as pre-transport generator, and general 
generator violations.  

SITE 25 – LOW Chevron USA, Inc., LaBelle Bulk Plant is listed in the USEPA’s RCRIS but with 
no violations or citations. Porterfield Oil Co., Inc. is listed at the same address but with a 
separate facility ID number. They are listed with the FDEP storage tanks database as having 
seven tanks, six of which are still in service. Leaded and unleaded gas, as well as vehicular 
diesel and kerosene are all contained in separate above ground tanks, the remaining one 
kerosene tank having been under ground and removed in February 1989. The facility is listed as 
open. 
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SITE 26 – MEDIUM Hendry County Road and Bridge Department LaBelle Barn is a former non-
retail fuel user. Contamination was documented and a remedial Action Plan was approved in 
November 1993. The RAP included the combining of the treatment system with another 
contamination site located on the adjacent airport site. A Source Removal Report completed by 
Tanktek, Inc., dated June 3, 1999; indicated that two tanks were removed from the site on April 
21, 1999 and excessively contaminated soils were excavated on May 6, 1999. Soil samples of 
remaining soils were collected and analyzed. All elements of the analysis were below FDEP 
cleanup target levels for direct exposure and leachability. No other actions have been taken at 
the Barn site. According to Hendry County Health Department Compliance Inspection Report, 
dated March 27, 2006, the current tank system is in compliance. 

After a review of all available information a risk rating of MEDIUM was assigned for all build 
alternatives.  Contamination was not documented within the existing right-of-way for S.R. 29. 
The design, right of way and construction phases of the project has not been funded in the 
FDOT’s Adopted Five-Year Work Program as of the submittal of this report.  It is possible that 
the groundwater concentrations of contaminates of concern will continue to fall below GCTLs 
prior to construction.  The results of the Remedial Action Plan should be reviewed during both 
the final design and construction phases. 

SITE 27 – LOW Hendry County Road and Bridge Department LaBelle Barn is listed with the 
FDEP storage tanks database and has two removed 10,000 gallon tanks (one unleaded gas, 
one vehicular diesel) that were underground and two above ground 12,000 gallon in service 
tanks with unleaded gas and vehicular diesel, respectively. The facility is listed as open. 

SITE 28 – MEDIUM The Handy Food Store is an active gasoline service station. Petroleum 
impacts were identified on September 25, 1986. The site was accepted into the Early Detection 
Incentive program in January 1991. Several methods have been used to complete the 
remediation at this site. Bioremediation injections of Cogen V biotreatment solution applied in 
September and October of 2001. Three new double walled USTs were installed in July 2004. 
Contamination was limited to the former UST area. The four out of service USTs were removed 
in March 2005. Source material located in the vicinity of the USTs was also removed in March 
2005. The Natural Attenuation Monitoring Report dated June 2008, documented contamination 
levels remain above GCTLs.  

After a review of all available information a risk rating of MEDIUM was assigned for all build 
alternatives.  Contamination was not documented within the existing right-of-way for S.R. 29. 
The design, right of way and construction phases of the project has not been funded in the 
FDOT’s Adopted Five-Year Work Program as of the submittal of this report.  It is possible that 
the groundwater concentrations of contaminates of concern will fall below GCTLs prior to 
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construction.  The results of the Natural Attenuation Monitoring should be reviewed during both 
the final design and construction phases. 

SITE 29 – NO The Alico – Maddox Property is listed as having three removed 1,000 gallon 
tanks. All were under ground and contained unleaded gas. The tanks were all removed as of 
July 1994. The facility type was agriculture and it is listed as closed. 

SITE 30 – NO Winn-Dixie #721 is listed by the USEPA in the RCRIS database, but there are no 
violations or citations. 

SITE 1A – LOW Composite Polymer Systems Inc is listed by the USEPA in the RCRIS 
database, but there are no violations or citations. 

SITE 2A – LOW Auto Parts Specialist is listed by the USEPA in the RCRIS database, but there 
are no violations or citations. 

SITE 4A – NO Florida Power & Light Company – LaBelle Center site is listed as a LUST facility. 
A Contamination Assessment Report, dated August 28, 1995, delineated the extent of the 
dissolved petroleum plume and excessively contaminated soils. All contaminates were isolated 
on the site. The FPL site is located more than 850 feet west of the project with the hydrological 
gradient sloped away from the project. 
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on a document and site review, three sites along the corridor have a HIGH potential for 
contamination issues due to contamination concerns within or directly adjacent to existing right-
of-way. Four sites along the corridor have a MEDIUM potential for contamination issues due to 
contamination concerns located near the existing right-of-way.  Potential contamination 
associated with these seven sites should be identified and evaluated during the final design 
phase of the project.  The evaluation should include subsurface investigations where warranted. 
In addition, 27 sites along the corridor have a LOW potential for contamination issues based on 
the current project study corridor.   

The following specific conditions are provided for the three sites ranked HIGH: 

Taylor Country Store, 25 S Hwy 29, Felda, FL 33930 HIGH 

Taylors Country Store is a former retail gasoline station. Soil excavation was performed in 1994 
of 1,020 tons of impacted soil in the location of the two tank vault areas and dispenser island 
area. Groundwater contamination was documented in a contamination assessment in 1996. 
The petroleum impacted groundwater plume was delineated in 2001 and updated in 2004. A 
pilot test was conducted in June 2005 focusing on air sparge and soil vapor extraction 
technology. Construction of the remedial system was completed in February 2007.  Remedial 
system activity and monitoring is ongoing. The results of the Remedial Action Plan should be 
obtained from FDEP or Hendry County Department of Health during both the final design and 
construction phases to assess current site conditions. 

Kuntry Kubbard, 5479 Hwy 29 S, LaBelle, FL 33935 HIGH 

Kuntry Kubbard is a former retail gasoline facility. Contamination was initially documented in 
December 1988, and the site was eligible for Early Detection Incentive program in June 1991. 
Contamination Assessment Reports were submitted September 1994 and June 1995; 
documenting the contaminate plume and excessively contaminated soils. Soils were excavated 
in November and December of 2002. Natural Attenuation Monitoring (NAM) for groundwater 
was approved by FDEP July 2004. Seven NAM events at the site were completed between 
October 2004 and July 2006. According to a SSAR, dated February 8, 2007, documented soil 
and groundwater contaminate plume was concentrated primarily in and south of dispenser 
island area. The SSAR recommended the preparation of a Remedial Action Plan including air 
sparging and soil vapor extraction. On June 11, 2008, four tanks and dispenser islands were 
removed from the site. The most current Remedial Action Plan report should be obtained from 
the FDEP or Hendry County Department of Health and be reviewed during both the final design 
and construction phases to assess current site conditions. 
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Circle K Store #7374, 3109 Hwy 29, LaBelle, FL 33935 HIGH 

Circle K Store # 7374 is a current retail gasoline facility. On November 23, 1988, free product 
was discovered during routine sampling. An approved product recovery system was installed in 
August 1990. Since 1991, no free product was detected in any monitoring wells. A 
Contamination Assessment Report in July 1991 delineated the extent of the dissolved 
petroleum plume and excessively contaminated soils. A Remedial Action Plan (RAP) was 
developed and approved in 1993. No soils were extracted. The RAP was implemented 
beginning in July 2005. According to the RAP Operation and Maintenance (O&M), Quarter Ten 
O&M Report for the period of December 2007 thru March 2008, during the March 2008 
quarterly sampling event, petroleum constituents of concern were detected at concentrations 
above GCTLs.  The most current Remedial Action Plan report should be obtained from the 
FDEP or Hendry County Department of Health and be reviewed during both the final design and 
construction phases to assess current site conditions. 

The following specific conditions are provided for the four sites ranked MEDIUM: 

Pioneer Plaza, Inc., Hwy 29 & NE S.R. 830-A, Felda, FL 33930 MEDIUM 

The Pioneer Plaza facility previously existed as a retail Chevron gasoline station. The 
storage/delivery system was placed out of service in 1979 and removed prior to 1990. 
Excessively contaminated soil was removed from the site in September 1991. A letter, dated 
May 11, 1995, from FDEP Bureau of Waste Cleanup approved a No Further Action Proposal for 
the former site. The site currently operates as a retail gasoline station. Shell-Felda Mall had five 
USTs; two 10,000 gallon and three 6,000 gallon tanks, removed in 2006. The site currently has 
three USTs in service; two 12,000 gasoline and diesel tanks and one 8,000 gallon gasoline 
tank. The existing system is operating in compliance.  The available site information should be 
obtained from FDEP or Hendry County Department of Health during both the final design and 
construction phases to assess current site conditions. 

Halliburton Energy Services, 540 Hwy 29 S, LaBelle, FL 33935 MEDIUM 

Halliburton Energy Services is a former non-retail fuel user. Two USTs were removed prior to 
November 1993. Contamination was documented in the Closure Assessment Report and 
subsequent Limited Contamination Assessment Report in 1996. No excessively contaminated 
soils were discovered and contamination of groundwater was minimal. A Groundwater 
Monitoring Program was completed in December 2006. No Further Action was approved by 
FDEP on March 1, 2007. The available site information should be obtained from FDEP or 
Hendry County Department of Health during both the final design and construction phases to 
assess current site conditions. 

Hendry Co. Rd & Br Dept. LaBelle Barn, 99 E Cowboy Way, LaBelle, FL 33935 MEDIUM 
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Hendry County Road and Bridge Department LaBelle Barn is a former non-retail fuel user. 
Contamination was documented and a remedial Action Plan was approved in November 1993. 
The RAP included the combining of the treatment system with another contamination site 
located on the adjacent airport site. A Source Removal Report completed by Tanktek, Inc., 
dated June 3, 1999; indicated that two tanks were removed from the site on April 21, 1999 and 
excessively contaminated soils were excavated on May 6, 1999. Soil samples of remaining soils 
were collected and analyzed. All elements of the analysis were below FDEP cleanup target 
levels for direct exposure and leachability. No other actions have been taken at the Barn site. 
According to Hendry County Health Department Compliance Inspection Report, dated March 
27, 2006, the current tank system is in compliance. The available site information should be 
obtained from FDEP or Hendry County Department of Health during both the final design and 
construction phases to assess current site conditions. 

Handy Food Store #58, 1040 S SR 29, LaBelle, FL 33935 MEDIUM 

The Handy Food Store is an active gasoline service station. Petroleum impacts were identified 
on September 25, 1986. The site was accepted o the Early Detection Incentive program in 
January 1991. Bioremediation injections of Cogen V biotreatment solution applied in September 
and October of 2001. Three new double walled USTs were installed in July 2004. 
Contamination was limited to the former UST area. The four out of service USTs were removed 
in March of 2005. Source material located in the vicinity of the USTs was also removed in 
March 2005. The Natural Attenuation Monitoring Report dated June 2008, documented 
contamination levels remain above GCTLs. The most current Natural Attenuation Monitoring 
Report should be obtained from FDEP or Hendry County Department of Health during both the 
final design and construction phases to assess current site conditions. 
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8.0 REFERENCES 

• Aerial photographs obtained from FDOT APLUS dated: 1968, 1986, 1990, 2004, and 
2008. 

• Aerial photographs obtained from Publication of Archival Library & Museum Materials 
(PALMM) from the University of Florida: 1947 and 1950. 

• Smith, K.R., and Adams, K.M. 1988, Groundwater Resource An Assessment of Hendry 
County, Florida: South Florida Water Management District, West Palm Beach Technical 
Publication.  

• Natural Resources Conservation Service, Soil Surveys of Hendry and Collier Counties, 
Florida Geographic Data Library. 

• Florida Department of Environmental Protection records and GIS. 

• Discussion with the following: 

Sabas C Figueroa,  
Environmental Specialist II Storage Tanks Program 
Hendry/Glades County Health Department Environmental Health  
1140 Pratt Boulevard, LaBelle, FL 33975 
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APPENDIX A 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Build Alternatives 
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APPENDIX B 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Site Photographs 
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APPENDIX C 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Aerial Photography 
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APPENDIX D 
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Topographic Map 
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APPENDIX E 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Environmental Data Report 

March 2008 
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SITE 2 Taylor Country Store 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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SITE 3 Pioneer Plaza 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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SITE 6 Halliburton Energy 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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SITE 17 Kuntry Kubbard 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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SITE 21 Circle K 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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SITE 26 Hendry County Road & Bridge Department, LaBelle Barn 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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SITE 28 Handy Food Store 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX F 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Interview Documents 
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Patrick Griffin  
AIM Engineering & Surveying, Inc. 
5802 Breckenridge Parkway 
Tampa, FL 33610 

 

Interview: SR 29 PD&E 

Patrick Griffin of AIM Engineering spoke with Sabas C. Figueroa, Environmental Specialist II 
with the Hendry/Glades County Health Department Storage Tanks Program during a file review 
on September 19, 2008. 

Mr. Figueroa is familiar with the storage tanks and other health department concerns within the 
project area and the areas surrounding the project. After reviewing the project study area and 
the EDR and current and historical aerials, Mr. Figueroa indicated that he was unaware of any 
additional sites that might be a petroleum or hazardous materials contamination concern. He 
provided available records for known storage tank sites and the latest compliance inspection 
reports. Mr. Figueroa also provided clarification of the locations of many of the unmapped and 
proximal record sites. 

Based up the file review and interview with Mr. Figueroa, no addition potential contamination 
sites were identified. 

   

 




